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ALBANY WAVE ENERGY PROJECT 
Motion 

MR D.C. NALDER (Bateman) [4.04 pm]: I move — 

That this house establish a special inquiry, similar to the Langoulant inquiry, to investigate — 

(1) the probity, governance and financial decision-making for the Albany wave farm; 

(2) Minister MacTiernan’s close personal relationship with Carnegie and her failure to declare any 
perceived or actual conflicts of interest; 

(3) taxpayer costs of at least $15.75 million for a project that only produces enough power for 
200 homes for one year; and 

(4) the lack of a business case for the project. 
We have flagged with the government that the Carnegie Albany wave farm will be the focus of the opposition over 
the coming months and years, because, quite frankly, this project smells. The more that we lift the lid on this 
project, the worse it looks. It is creating a tough task for the Minister for Energy and how he deals with this project, 
particularly the Minister for Regional Development’s connections prior to her again becoming a member of 
Parliament. We have serious fundamental underlying concerns about that. 
First, let me recap what we know about the project. The project’s description is outlined in a document obtained 
under freedom of information; namely, a Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development draft 
document, entitled “Financial Assistance Agreement: Royalties for Regions Project: State of Western Australia 
and Carnegie Clean Energy Limited”, version 1.0, September 2017. I will read a couple of points from the project 
description — 

As a broad overview, the scope of this Project (to be undertaken over a period of four years) will 
comprise: 

• Installation of a large scale wave energy converter device capable of delivering greater than 
1MW 

• Installation to take place in 2019 off the southern coast, in close proximity to the Albany Wind Farm; 
• The device will be operational for a period of at least 12 months; 
• operation of a large scale prototype that will produce electrical power into the SWIS electrical 

grid; and 
• a legacy of common user infrastructure upon complex of the prototype testing. 

The Labor government has negotiated a contract with Carnegie for one megawatt of energy for one year. 
According to the government’s response in the Legislative Council, one megawatt of energy will power only about 
200 homes. The government has committed $15.75 million of taxpayer funds to produce enough energy to power 
200 homes for one year. Members do not have to be rocket scientists to know that this is an extremely poor return 
for taxpayers. However, the story of the Carnegie wave farm gets much, much more interesting, hence the need 
for this motion. 
First, what do we know about this project? Carnegie Clean Energy will deliver a technology called CETO 6. What 
is interesting from our investigation is that Carnegie is already delivering the same CETO 6 technology on 
Garden Island. Why is the government providing Carnegie $15.75 million of taxpayers’ money to deliver a project 
that already has been delivered? I will say more about that in a moment. 
It is a matter of record that the former Liberal government provided funding to Carnegie for wave energy in 
Albany. However, the big difference is that that was over a decade ago when wave energy was a new and emerging 
technology, as was wind and solar for that matter. Once again, why has the McGowan government provided 
$15.75 million of taxpayer funds to Carnegie Clean Energy for a technology at the commercialisation stage? 
Around $15.75 million of taxpayers’ money will be spent on a one-megawatt power station with enough capacity 
for 200 homes for one year. The money is going to a company that is already demonstrating the same technology 
on Garden Island without any state government funds. This now leads to some information that we have obtained 
through the Freedom of Information Act to do with the total cost of this project. It may surprise some members 
that although this project will take $15.75 million of state funds, it accounts for only 24 per cent of the total cost 
of the project. There is also an ARENA CETO 6 grant of $11.7 million and Carnegie cash-on-hand or debt and 
equity for $37.8 million for 58 per cent of the project. The total cost is $65 447 000, of which roughly $13.5 million 
is for design and development, $39.5 million is for capital expenditure, $2.5 million is for operations, maintenance 
and decommissioning, and $10 million is for payroll and administration. That adds up to $65.5 million. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: How much for payroll?  
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Mr D.C. NALDER: Payroll and administration was $10 million. I think someone in there might be on some pretty 
high wages.  
Having some experience in project finance, I find this one unbelievable. As shadow Treasurer and shadow 
Minister for Energy, I find this unbelievable. The Minister for Regional Development has negotiated a deal with 
Carnegie Clean Energy for a one megawatt project that will cost $65 million. As a comparison, that represents 
a cost of $325 000 to provide enough electricity for just one home for just one year. It would be cheaper for the 
government to buy 200 people in Albany a house in Albany than to supply their house with energy for one year. 
It is interesting that Carnegie is also investing $37.8 million of its own debt and equity into this project. It begs the 
question: why? It is hard to fathom the logic behind that. It does not make sense to me. It is costing almost 
$38 million for a project that will deliver only one megawatt of energy for only one year. I thought to myself that 
this would have to be the most expensive power station in the world, which led me to do a bit of research. When 
I googled “world’s most expensive power station”, the Hinkley Point nuclear power station came up. It is 
a $29 billion nuclear power station and, interestingly, it is the first in the United Kingdom since 1995, but it 
generates 3 200 megawatts of energy. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: A year. 
Mr D.C. NALDER: A year, so it is very large. However, I thought it would be interesting to work out the cost of 
the world’s most expensive power station on a per megawatt basis to make a direct comparison. It works out that 
at Hinkley Point it costs $9 million to generate one megawatt at Hinkley Point. At the Carnegie Albany wave farm 
it costs $65 million to generate one megawatt, which is almost six times more expensive than the most expensive 
power station on the planet! The total cost of Hinkley Point is obviously much greater, but I throw down the 
gauntlet to the Minister for Regional Development to find a power station in the world that is more expensive on 
a per-megawatt basis. I will put it out there, pretty comfortably, that this is a waste of taxpayers’ money. The 
project to ascertain wave energy was established down in Albany over a decade ago under the former Liberal 
government, but at the request of Carnegie it was relocated to Garden Island because it believed that was a better 
place. That was allowed, the project went ahead and wave energy has been delivered to Garden Island. Why are 
we paying such a large amount of money to undertake research that has already been undertaken? Given that we 
know that Hon Alannah MacTiernan sat on the board of Carnegie just before she re-entered politics, it begs another 
question. The fact that this was announced during the election and before any business case or tender process, begs 
another question. What we have since seen is that after Labor announced the Carnegie project, it went through 
a quasi-tendering process to further announce Carnegie’s involvement. This starts to smell seriously. I want to be 
clear to the house: taxpayers are giving $15.75 million to a commercial company for a commercial project so that 
it can retain all the profits from the electricity produced, because we know that Carnegie will be allowed to sell 
energy into the market. Not one single electron from this project will go to a Western Australian home. Synergy 
has no off-take agreement, and the Minister for Energy has confirmed this, for the small amount of energy 
produced by Carnegie. This further reinforces that this is a waste of taxpayers’ money.  
I want to go back to the Minister for Regional Development, Hon Alannah MacTiernan, and her cosy relationship 
with Carnegie. As I said, we know that she was a previous director of Energy Made Clean, which was bought out 
by Carnegie Clean Energy. We also know that she was at the announcement with the Premier, with Carnegie, 
during the election campaign before she was even elected to Parliament.  
Dr M.D. Nahan: No, Carnegie was not with them. They made the announcement without Carnegie. I was with 
Carnegie at that time.  
Mr D.C. NALDER: I stand corrected. We know that during the election, the now Minister for Regional 
Development, Hon Alannah MacTiernan, was with the Premier of Western Australia announcing the Carnegie 
wave energy farm. She had no clear role because she was not in government. The only role she had was to broker 
the deal between Carnegie and the Labor Party.  
Dr M.D. Nahan: Was she on the board at the time? 
Mr D.C. NALDER: That is a good question. Carnegie was clearly of the view that it had locked in a deal because 
it told the ASX as much. Here we have an interesting scenario where Carnegie has made the announcement to the 
stock exchange prior to a business case and prior to a tender process. Once government was formed, it went 
through a tender process and awarded the project to Carnegie, but Carnegie had already announced it to the ASX 
before this process—it smells.  
On 23 February 2017, following the McGowan government’s election commitment, Carnegie made the 
announcement to the ASX stating that it — 

… is pleased to advise that the Western Australian … Labor party has committed $19.5 million to fund 
a Wave Project and a Centre of Excellence in Albany … 

The announcement goes on to state — 
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Associated with Carnegie’s Albany Wave Project is the establishment of the Wave Energy Centre of 
Excellence in collaboration with the University of Western Australia’s Oceans Institute and 
Albany Campus. The Centre … will draw together the capabilities of Carnegie’s world leading CETO 
technology and existing Australian and international research relationships. 

This was announced before the election, on 23 February. Before the election we had an announcement that 
Carnegie would be, upon Labor winning the election, granted a contract with the state and, furthermore, 
a relationship would be established with the University of Western Australia. I hope others start to wonder how 
the cart got in front of the horse with this project. When we look at due process around contracts, tendering and 
business cases, and, working through that due process to ensure that it stacks up economically and financially and 
there is the appropriate probity over the processes, one starts to question whether or not this one has failed on 
a number of tests. 
On 13 March 2017, following the election of the McGowan government, Carnegie made another announcement 
to the ASX confirming the commitment of $19.5 million, which seems to have changed to $15.75 million, for its 
Albany wave energy project. Carnegie Clean Energy even announced to the market that it is now undertaking 
further consultation with the local community, industry and other stakeholder groups, as well as further regulatory 
approvals sought, including environmental approvals, planning consent and grid connection approvals. It is clear 
that the McGowan government had already done a deal with Carnegie before the election. Then we saw a sham 
tender process that delivered the very outcome that Carnegie announced to the market on 23 February and 
13 March 2017. What other concerns do we have about the probity and decision-making process on this project? 
We know that the minister did not excuse herself from decision-making on the project despite clearly having 
a perceived or actual conflict of interest due to her previous position. We have also uncovered that she is funding 
the feasibility for a solar plant at Kalgoorlie where Carnegie Clean Energy is already in negotiation for the lease 
of the land. This is extending beyond a wave energy farm. It begs the question about whether the Minister for 
Energy is aware of this and the extent to which it goes. It smells like another predetermined project for Carnegie 
at taxpayers’ expense. Furthermore, every other energy project has to pay for its own pre-feasibility studies. The 
Minister for Regional Development is establishing that taxpayers are paying for the feasibility and Carnegie is 
seeking out the lease for the land. If this does not smell, I do not know what does. Importantly, in the process she 
has bypassed any coordinated approach to the efficient delivery of energy in WA. 
I go back to the motion. We are obviously extremely concerned about not only this project, but also the close links 
the Minister for Regional Development has with the company. However, it is clear that many questions need to be 
asked and I am sure Carnegie’s shareholders will ask their own questions, as will the Auditor General. The 
McGowan government has recently delivered the Langoulant inquiry and has supported all its recommendations 
except those in relation to royalties for regions. We are calling on the house to adopt the standards established by 
the Langoulant inquiry. We would like the house to establish a special inquiry that can scrutinise this murky deal; 
all we are asking of the government is to meet the same standards that it set the previous government and the same 
standard that it has publicly set for itself. As I have said, this is a murky deal that stinks. The Labor government 
has an unenviable record over many generations of these types of grubby deals, stemming back to WA Inc, and 
over the coming months and years the opposition will be unpeeling this deal. 
Mr P. Papalia: Why did you take two directors-general to the Chinese consulate for dinner? Sorry, did I interrupt 
your flow of thought?  
Mr D.C. NALDER: No, it is fascinating that the minister is trying to divert — 
Mr P. Papalia: Did you have a business in China at that time?  
Mr D.C. NALDER: No. 
Mr P. Papalia: Did your partner have a business in China at that time?  
Mr D.C. NALDER: I did not have a business in China at that time; I had no business in China. The minister can try 
to divert attention from the grubby deal all he likes, but we will continue to push for a complete audit on this project, 
along with the other renewable energy projects being pushed around regional Western Australia, because the 
government has made other questionable commitments: the biomass plant and the solar plant in Collie and discussions 
on solar thermal. It is all over the shop. We know that the Minister for Regional Development has established her 
own energy subcommittee within Regional Development. I would like to know and think that the Minister for Energy 
is aware of this. If he is aware, I would like to know what his response to it is, because it brings into question his 
integrity and credibility in this house. This issue has been acknowledged in the past. The member for Warren–
Blackwood raised the issue about the capacity of Western Power to take the energy from the wave energy farm into 
the junction box and that the capacity does not exist. This does not take into account further upgrades in transmission 
and so forth that need to be undertaken. This $65 million for this project is purely for the generation of the energy, 
yet there are gaps over other aspects within the supply chain of delivering that energy through.  
Mr W.R. Marmion interjected. 
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Mr D.C. NALDER: The commitment under the contract that we received under freedom of information is that 
the energy needs to be delivered for only 12 months. It needs to be greater than one megawatt but the minimum is 
one megawatt.  
Some big questions have been tabled. We will continue to prosecute and investigate this matter. We will continue 
to question the government over the probity and due diligence that has been undertaken. We will see whether the 
government lives up to the standards that it holds the former government to and whether it is prepared to live up 
to those same standards itself. The tests are there. 
MR D.T. REDMAN (Warren–Blackwood) [4.26 pm]: I thank the shadow Minister for Energy for the chance to 
talk on this motion. As members will be aware, on a number of occasions I have raised issues about this project. 
It is worth going over a few of those points again because it reinforces the issues that the opposition is trying to 
bring to bear with the government. There are a number of concerns with how this project has come about—notably 
from the position that the government took to the election as we flow through now to the fiscal pressures that the 
Treasurer talks about every day in this place—and what this project, as part of the Labor Party’s commitment in 
Albany, is delivering, which is minimal. There are blocks of information; I have picked up two blocks of freedom 
of information documents. I am sure the member for Bateman has his little block over there. It yields quite a bit 
of interesting information about how things have been worked through to get to this point.  

I will go through the history of the current Minister for Regional Development; Agriculture and Food. Prior to this 
term of government, she was a minister in the former Labor Party government. She has a history with the company 
we are talking about, Carnegie Clean Energy. When she was Minister for Lands she ensured that it had a footprint 
on the ground underneath the ocean, south of Albany, in order to do its activity. She has a history going back to 
2008 and was involved with the policy development. I am absolutely sure of that, because if there is one thing 
I will grant to the Minister for Regional Development, it is that she is massively passionate about renewable energy 
and wave energy in particular. We probably do not get quite the same level of passion from the Minister for Energy 
or the Premier, because they are a little concerned about where this issue has gone. They are in no position to 
articulate it in this place, but I am sure that that level of angst sits underneath the surface. I am pretty certain that 
the fingers of the current minister are all over the policy development prior to the election. She was a part of the 
launch, not even being the shadow Minister for Energy, and had no formal political standing at that point; she was 
simply an election candidate. Nevertheless, she was at the launch of the Labor Party’s position in and around this 
project. The campaign position for the member for Albany was that Albany will have this wave energy project that 
will contribute to its renewable energy footprint and will have everyone’s lights coming on.  

I am sure the people who voted for that position felt strongly that if they voted for the Labor Party, and in this case 
the current member for Albany, they would get something that significantly contributed to their energy needs in 
that area. What did they get? What has changed? This Labor Party has come into government—the McGowan 
government—and the minister is the Minister for Regional Development. The election was on 11 March and we 
did not get even to the end of that month before conversations happened, which have come through in freedom of 
information claims, to say that the minister would be in charge of the wave project. It is the energy portfolio; the 
Minister for Energy is sitting right here as the Treasurer, but within less than a month the Minister for Regional 
Development signalled her intent to take charge of the project. That is confirmed in an email that was sent from 
the South West Development Commission to the minister’s office. In September the same year, that was formalised 
in an exchange of letters, so we know right from the outset that her hand went up and she said, “I want to be a part 
of this project”, which again signals this enthusiasm. We are talking here about enthusiasm that is driven from 
beyond a reasonable position for how a government should run the process and, therefore, this project needs a level 
of investigation that goes beyond what we are able to do in opposition regarding these claims. In our view, these 
issues need a bit more than the average, cursory look; someone needs to have a closer look. 

What are the issues? The minister took charge of the project, which she signalled very early on she would do. She 
also told the department that she is in charge and that it would be her number one project. Despite all the other 
things that the Minister for Regional Development; Agriculture and Food might do in Western Australia, the wave 
farm was her number one project. I am pretty certain that I would not run my priorities like that, but that is how it 
is. As the member for Bateman already mentioned, there is a history of the minister being formally involved with 
a subsidiary of the company that is doing the project; that history is there. A range of other issues emerged that 
suggest perhaps the project has not been thought through. We know that Western Power was unable to hook up 
into the substation because it did not have the capacity. I think Western Power own that infrastructure and it said, 
“No; go away. Don’t use this. We’re not going to compromise what the wind farm produces.” When the Treasurer 
spoke in this place on this before, we heard that in fact the wave farm will produce only one megawatt, and 
therefore it may be able to be connected. In fact, I have heard that from Carnegie Clean Energy itself, which said, 
“There are no problems because it is only one megawatt so we are happy to shut it down because it will not 
compromise the wind farm.” 
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At a maximum, the wave farm will handle only a trial-based project. It will not handle anything beyond a trial, 
which is totally in conflict with what the government took to the election. Again, more issues emerged. Who will 
purchase the power? In this place, the Treasurer said that it will go to market. It will probably be the most expensive 
power the market will come across. It is heavily subsidised if we include the money that the government has put 
into the project. The issue of who will purchase the power for that period is probably academic because, as the 
member for Bateman said, whatever one megawatt sells for will probably not make or break a $60 million project. 
It would probably be happy to pump it in for nothing. I am not sure whether that is a make or break issue. 

Another thing is that in the procurement process to determine who would deliver the project, amongst about only 
three companies identified in Western Australia that could do it, the early signals were that if the project was 
pitched at $14.5 million, Carnegie would not be able to take up the project, so in fact, it was lifted. The range went 
from I think $15.5 million to $16.5 million, which allowed Carnegie to be a participant. A bit of re-tweaking 
occurred, I am sure at the direction of the minister, to ensure that Carnegie would pick up this project, which was 
mentioned in dispatches all the time. In fact, if members read the paperwork, Carnegie is mentioned all over the 
place. Well before it was even the proponent, it is mentioned in the briefing notes in the history, in emails that go 
back and forth, and in reference from the current Minister for Energy’s office to say it would like Carnegie to be 
taken out of a statement because it suggests there might be some sort of favouritism for that company. There is 
reference to the language being used here right the way through the paperwork and I am sure that is the case for 
the feedback provided to the member for Bateman. This sensitivity for and reference to this company goes right 
the way through the commentary in all the FOI documents that we have seen. In any briefing note that has come 
forward—part of the briefing notes include what sensitivities are set out—procurement keeps being highlighted, 
and making sure arm’s length is kept from whoever wins the project. I am sure a robust process was put in place 
by the agencies to be able to keep the contractor at full arm’s length. 

A lot of circumstantial evidence suggests a whole heap of things here do smell and require more than just analysis 
by an opposition with limited resources. We therefore think that supporting this motion is really important. What 
will the project deliver after we have been through all that? It will be one megawatt for one year as a trial; that is 
it. Perhaps intellectual property will come out of it from the University of Western Australia centre that is going 
to make some sort of analysis that others can access to be able to utilise that information, and a bit of common-use 
infrastructure. That is another question; in fact, I think I already put it on notice: of the resources that the 
government is putting in—$15.75 million of royalties for regions money—how much is going towards what will 
stay bolted to the ground and allowed to be accessed by other companies that want to use the infrastructure? 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Do you mean how much in value? 

Mr D.T. REDMAN: The government is giving the company $15.75 million and a big part of its argument is that 
common-use infrastructure will be built that others can use; how much of that $15.7 million will go into the piece 
that is bolted to the ground? If it is a couple of million dollars, then another $10 million or $12 million, is going to 
the company to do what? Is it R&D? Yes. What is that worth? It is worth the value of whatever someone can utilise 
that information for to commercialise the project. It is pretty hard to put a value on that. 

I have one other point that has not been raised before. What I have talked about so far has been common 
information, which we have been able to build up over time. When the project was finalised at Garden Island and 
the state government put resources into it, I assume there is a report somewhere that outlines, “This is what we 
have concluded. This is what we have done. These are the issues. These are the outcomes.” I am not aware of that 
report. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

Mr D.T. REDMAN: If the Leader of the Opposition is aware of the report, I am not. I have put a question on 
notice to see whether there is a report, because I think a number of other issues will emerge on the south coast that 
were not issues on the west coast. One of them is the environment. If people go fishing anywhere on the west 
coast, 25 days out of a month they can probably get offshore and get home before it gets too choppy. If people try 
to go fishing off the south coast, they can go probably only three or four days out of a month simply because of 
the challenges of the weather—the environment, the waves and all the issues with how tough that environment is. 
If there is a report, I think it will give us some indication of whether there were significant issues off the west coast 
and also perhaps some environmental issues. If something is being bolted to the ground, we want to be sure it will 
not move anywhere to affect anything. Hydraulic fluid is being used—I think sea water, or other hydraulic fluid 
within the project—out in the ocean in a sensitive, marine environment. I assume a report outlines some of these 
issues and whether they emerged from the trial. I would have thought what might have arisen from a trial that 
occurred here would be fundamental to the integrity of a procurement process for what the government calls a trial 
on the south coast. Making a report like that public would be a pretty significant step to giving not only the 
opposition but also the public some understanding that a range of issues has been taken into account by the 
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company that is doing the project on the south coast, well beyond what we are talking about here. Environmental 
issues and any other issues may well have emerged from the project off the west coast, which was used as part of 
the selection process. 

Last of all, I refer to the selection process. A little bit of reference to the selection process is made in the FOI 
documentation we have, but what was the criteria and were the reviews and reports on previous government 
investments with the same company taken into account for the decision for the project on the south coast? We can 
talk about circumstantial evidence. I am pretty certain from what I see here that there is not enough to sack 
a minister, but in our view, there is enough to warrant having a much closer look at how the project was managed, 
how it is being managed, and whether there are significant risks to the taxpayer spend. Exactly what will the project 
get for the taxpayer? Is there value for money in that? The member for Bateman highlighted a range of issues with 
the costs and what the project will deliver. I am sure the issues he raised will totally underwhelm the people of 
Albany, because the project is nothing like what they expected when the Labor Party came into government. 

There are a number of issues. The National Party supports the motion put up by the member for Bateman and 
I think it would be a good step to put this issue to bed by getting someone to have a closer look at it and go through 
to check the steps that were carried out with all issues that have been raised. 

That would give some sort of assurance to the public that it is getting value for money and it is not a whitewash 
from a couple of ministers, including the Premier in this house and a minister in the other place who has 
a significant passion for these areas and sometimes might have that passion go a little bit beyond where reality and 
probity should be. 

DR M.D. NAHAN (Riverton — Leader of the Opposition) [4.40 pm]: I rise to make some comments in support 
of this motion. I remember really clearly when the wave energy policy was announced during the election 
campaign, because in government we were working on a whole range of renewable energy policies. We had 
extensive discussions with Carnegie. Carnegie is a major firm that specialised for a long time in wave energy but 
it then merged with Energy Made Clean, which is a fringe-of-grid battery–solar combination firm. Carnegie is 
a good Western Australian firm. It has done work on wave energy particularly and it is probably some of the best 
in the world. As energy minister I had extensive discussions over four years with Carnegie and saw its people 
many, many times—good people. In all my discussions they never suggested the wave farm in Albany. Back in, 
I think, 2008 or 2009, Carnegie received a lead grant from the state government for a wave farm experiment in 
Albany and it went there for a time. But it came back to the government and said that it did not want to invest in 
Albany because it was not suitable in terms of hydrology, wave pattern and location and it wanted to go to 
Garden Island. Carnegie wanted to go to Garden Island for a range of reasons, including hydrology and wave 
pattern. Because of high costs it had decided on a business plan and found a niche, quite brilliantly in my view. 
That niche was to supply island-based naval bases around the world with a backup energy–water source to the 
traditional systems, and there was Garden Island. The important thing about wave technology is that it provides 
not only electricity, but also desalinated water through the pumping system. Garden Island was perfect and there 
was a customer in the Navy. Carnegie asked the previous energy minister whether he would automatically redirect 
the lead funding and he said no, it had to put together a business case. It subsequently did and got, I think, 
$10 million or $12 million; I cannot remember that because it was before my time. Eventually Carnegie signed 
a contract, upgraded its systems quite significantly and had a good relationship going on with the Navy. Carnegie 
then started marketing that technology around the world in places such as Reunion Island and Diego Garcia. It is 
a good firm and very innovative. I also had discussions with Carnegie about standalone or edge-of-grid systems, 
which it had put in quite a few places. I think it won a project in Kalbarri—good on it—for a basic microgrid 
standalone solar battery system with diesel backup. That is what the company specialises in. In fact, it said it would 
like to do one in the Albany area. I asked about the wave farm in Albany and was told that Carnegie was not 
interested. In fact, on the day this project was announced during the election campaign I was having a meeting 
with Carnegie, talking about its proposals for edge-of-grid systems. News of the project was published in the 
newspaper and Carnegie did not know anything about it—it did not know a damn thing. It was a bit nervous 
because its name was mentioned. It then contacted the opposition at that time. This beautiful picture was organised 
showing the then shadow Minister for Energy, the member for Cannington, the now Premier and, of course, 
Alannah MacTiernan, who was a citizen at large at that time. I asked where the picture came from and was told, 
“We don’t know. It was plucked out of the air. We didn’t propose it to them.” That was Carnegie’s involvement. 
Obviously, Carnegie then had a discussion with the then opposition, which became the government, and on 
13 March, two days after the election—it was a Monday, obviously—it put out an announcement, which it had to 
do by law, to the Australian Securities Exchange, with the heading “$19.5m grant for Albany Wave Energy Project 
progresses with the newly elected WA Government”, and the subsequent release described the project. It stated — 

“We’re delighted to be working with the newly elected Government of Western Australia to deliver on 
the potential of wave energy at Albany. Wave energy justifiably demands a sort of investment … 
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Blah, blah, blah — 

… have benefited from … the Government’s $19.5million commitment is a strong step towards this.” 

This was two days after the election and there was still no business plan. The government had not formed yet and 
there was no official energy minister, but Carnegie had to announce it, because it fully expected and was obviously 
told that it had the gig. It would not make a statement to the ASX without that. It was told and it subsequently got 
the gig—shocking. Do members know what? The project that Carnegie described in the ASX announcement of 
23 February 2017 and that of 13 March 2017 is exactly the same. Before the election Carnegie was told that it got 
the gig and that it would get the $19.5 million wave farm. In the first instance Carnegie said that the wave farm 
would deliver one megawatt and would then go to 20 megawatts, resulting in over $100 million worth of 
investment. That is what Carnegie told the stock exchange. Further, the release states — 

Successful demonstration of the 20MW farm could in turn lead to a 100MW expansion. 

That is what Carnegie announced to the ASX: “This is a great thing. It’s going to grow to $100 million.” That 
would all be spawned by the $19.5 million contribution from the government. Of course, there is not even a market 
for one megawatt for a year. At the same time the government, of course then in opposition, went to the election 
with no energy policy whatsoever—none. At the time the shadow Minister for Energy was promising a renewable 
energy target of 50 per cent. He backed away from that when he had to defend it. Remember there was chaos in 
South Australia, so it was not really a good thing to defend, so the opposition abandoned that target. It had no 
renewable policy whatsoever, except for a biomass farm and a solar farm in Collie, and then this thing was cooked 
up. Now we have a government committed to this one-megawatt project. There is nothing about 20 megawatts or 
100 megawatts. The government went through the facade of saying that the project went out to tender. It clearly 
went to tender, but it was always cooked up for Carnegie. Carnegie was always going to get this project; it was 
probably specified. There is no business case yet. The member for Bateman read out something saying that the 
whole project is supposed to cost $64 million. Carnegie is a profit-making firm. The last I saw, its share price was 
3c; it is not worth very much, but it is a good firm. Why would it invest $38 million into a project that will generate, 
at most, one megawatt for a year, with no contract and no commitment? The energy minister made it quite clear 
that this is not part of his renewable energy package with Bright Energy. He is not committed to buying a single 
electron from that project; therefore, it is not viable. Why would a profit-making firm commit $38 million to 
a one-megawatt wave farm, in a place where it does not think it should be, without any market for Synergy? There 
is no capacity; it has to get the transmission capacity. Why would Carnegie do that? This is a shocker. There is no 
business plan by anybody. It got a contract before the tender was let. It does not make sense. It is not what Carnegie 
originally said it was for. This is in an area that Carnegie did not want to go to.  

We read all about the Langoulant report, which stated that project definitions require due diligence, cost–benefit 
analyses, business plans, complete transparency and assessments of all risk and for it to be put out to the public. 
We have none of this. This is the worst project definition that I have ever seen. Yes, in certain projects things go 
wrong. What went wrong here is that a citizen of Western Australia effectively in opposition, the now Premier, 
committed to pay $15.7 million to Carnegie. The real issue is what are the real commitments from Carnegie? Is it 
locked in to contributing $38 million to this project or is it just going to bill the $15.7 million given to it by the 
government? I assume some of that goes to the University of Western Australia. What will it get from this? 

As the member for Bateman said, the idea that it is a research station is complete bogus because we have already 
funded, with other commonwealth and state funding, an experiment off Garden Island. Most of that was to test the 
technology. Waves are all around the world, but they had to identify the optimal technology for the wave farm. 
They went through a number of upgrades relating to size. I understand that the one in Albany will have the largest 
size, but that could have been scheduled to be done off Garden Island. The idea that we needed an experiment was 
bogus. Also, Australian Renewable Energy Agency commonwealth funding was put into this project. That funding 
was provided to Carnegie for Garden Island. It is not new funding, but under this project—under the sway of the 
government—the $11 million from ARENA was transferred to the Albany project. In other words, it took it away 
from an experiment that had a contract. The important thing off Garden Island was used to not only identify the 
optimal technology and the scale of it, but also service a client. The government took it away from Garden Island 
where it had a paying customer, an isolated island-based military base, that could meet its business plan into the 
future and transferred it down to Albany. Albany has a couple of characteristics. It is a marginal seat and people 
obviously have some fringe-of-grid issues there. If the government had said that through a renewable energy 
program it would invest with Carnegie or somebody else a fringe-of-grid system in the Albany area, that would 
have made a lot of sense, but it did not do that. 

The minister can perhaps explain how a profit-making firm such as Carnegie can invest $38 million into a project 
that will not make a cracker, has one megawatt at most and does not even have a contract to sell the energy. How 
can it invest and justify to the stock exchange the $38 million investment? Also, could the minister confirm that 
the contractor Carnegie has gone to the stock exchange and said that this project is not only one megawatt. The 
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project is to be delivered in stages and will involve a one-megawatt wave farm, followed by a 20-megawatt wave 
farm, resulting in $100 million worth of local investment. Has the government committed to further investment in 
the wave farm? Has it had discussions about a take-or-pay contract or some kind of off-take contract to justify 
this? Has it also agreed or had discussions to expand that 20-megawatt facility to a 100-megawatt facility, which 
on scale would be in the vicinity of $500 million? If the government had made such a commitment, maybe that 
would justify Carnegie’s $38 million investment in the project because it has to get a return on this. It would not 
invest $38 million on a one-megawatt feed, so what else has the government promised? What has it said? 

As we have pointed out, the government has been completely non-transparent. The Labor Party made 
a commitment at the election and then it said that Carnegie is the contractor. “We’re going to do this, Carnegie.” 
Then the government said that it would put the wave energy project out to tender. The Labor Party made the 
statement before the election. It won the election and Carnegie was forced to go to the stock exchange and say that 
it had the contract. Then the government went through this charade of going out to tender. It is all fake. There is 
no business case. Carnegie—surprise, surprise—won the contract. The first question was: what are we going to do 
with the energy? Carnegie said that it would put it through the Albany wind farm. It found out that it does not have 
the capacity and it would have to build another one. It wrote to the Minister for Energy and asked whether the 
government would buy it. The government said that it would not. This is a complete joke. 

Day after day, government members lecture us about the Langoulant file. This is worse than any of the project 
definitions referred to in that report. This is a complete farce. The government is using royalties for regions money 
and says that it is broke. It says that the previous government lost all this money and therefore we have to make 
savings, but the minister over there said that he is also the saviour of royalties for regions. He proudly said that 
only Labor will save royalties for regions. There are no savings in royalties for regions. This $15.7 million is 
coming out of royalties for regions. What else has the government cut from royalties for regions to fund this 
project? It has cut funding to a range of projects, including the Moora Residential College upgrade. I guarantee 
members that the rate of return on the Moora Residential College upgrade would dwarf this floating white elephant 
off Albany because kids will go to school there and live in the residential college and save the town of Moora, 
which is shrinking in capacity. All this will do is titillate the sometimes resident of Albany, Hon Alannah MacTiernan, 
who spends a lot of time down in Albany. It might please the member for Albany. However, I will tell members 
that this is the worst case of fraudulent electioneering I have ever seen. Labor promised during the election that it 
would give this contract to Carnegie. It went through a tender arrangement. Whoop—Carnegie got the tender and 
then it told the stock exchange that it is going to be bigger than Ben-Hur and it will invest all this money into it 
and there is no capacity to do it whatsoever. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: What about the petrochemical one? 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: That is a good one. We look at the renewable policy of the government and we see that it is 
the same thing everywhere. I understand that there is no money for the Collie biomass plant. I think that the 
member said the government is trying to farm that out to local government. We have not heard much about the 
solar farm in Collie, but it is not part of the Minister for Energy’s renewable policy. Hon Alannah MacTiernan is 
pushing the solar farm in the goldfields. It has been pushed for a long time. That is not in the renewable policy. 
How will that be funded? The real whopper, of course, is the $9.5 billion project to export solar power from the 
Pilbara to Indonesia that she has been suggesting. I do not think that the Treasurer is keen on that one. I would be 
surprised if he is. Who is the Minister for Energy? Why is the Minister for Regional Development allowed to go 
tiptoeing through the electorates of Western Australia, taking money and promising these ludicrous renewable 
energy projects? Then today the bastions of anti-privatisation have basically privatised 80 per cent of a range of 
Synergy’s existing renewable assets. They went on this war, saying, “We will never privatise electricity assets.” 
The real problem they have with this—I would like the minister to explain—is that when I got that same advice, 
of course, the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union was not involved. It was a Dutch firm and we 
knocked it back for good reason. It was a high-cost approach and its only benefit would be that it would get it over 
the balance sheet. But I was told by Treasury over and again that accounting changes would bring it back under 
the balance sheet. 
MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park — Minister for Energy) [5.00 pm] I rise to respond to the very broad range 
of issues raised in this debate. I want to correct what I said yesterday concerning the Greenough River solar farm, 
you will be pleased to know, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr I.C. Blayney). I think I said yesterday in question time that 
the increase was to 30 megawatts; but it has increased by 30 megawatts, from 10 to 40 megawatts. I do not want 
to be accused of in anyway misleading the house. 
We had this debate a few weeks ago when the member for Warren–Blackwood raised this issue again, I think, in 
private members’ time. It might have been a matter of public interest. We have gone through it, but I am quite 
happy to go through it all again. There are a few issues I want to deal with because, ultimately, the shadow 
Treasurer and the Leader of the Opposition raised some interesting points. Interestingly, after the Leader of the 
Opposition said at the time it was announced by the opposition, he was with Carnegie. 
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Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: That is confirmation; thank you. Carnegie said to him in response—I wrote it down—that he 
did not know what this is about and that they never suggested the wave farm in all of their discussions that he had 
with Carnegie. Yet he was unsure how that could therefore become what the Leader of the Opposition said then 
“a fraudulent electioneering” in which a deal had somehow been done with Carnegie Energy prior to the election—
and then—despite Carnegie knowing nothing about it. 
The Leader of the Opposition said that they knew nothing about it, but apparently it was some grand conspiracy 
entered into with the Australian Labor Party and Carnegie Wave Energy prior to the election that we then delivered 
on after the election. I am unsure how that can be the case, but, in any case, I will let the Leader of the Opposition 
continue with his little tinfoil hat on his head to worry about that issue. I want to remind all members here what 
the election commitment was. I think it is worth putting it on the record. I have 60 minutes and I will probably 
take most of it. I have our media statement of 23 February 2017. It was on the website prior to the election, and 
I want to address the issue of great fraud as though it was some grand secret. It is headed — 

A McGowan Labor Government will invest $19.5million to develop Albany as a globally recognised 
energy hub to create hundreds of WA jobs. 

It states — 
WA Labor will build common user infrastructure to provide the opportunity for energy companies — 

I emphasise this point — 
to develop their technology and facilitate the establishment of wave technology and farms. 

I am emphasising that for a reason and I will come back to that in a minute. It continues — 
This will capitalise on the existing electricity infrastructure and connect wave renewable energy into the 
interconnected grid. It will stabilise energy supplies to Albany and the Great Southern. 

By keeping Western Power in public hands, WA Labor will ensure that transmission lines will always 
remain as a backup and service standards will remain high. 

A McGowan Labor Government will also work with the University of Western Australia (UWA), 
Carnegie Clean Energy and other stakeholders to develop a Wave Energy Centre of Excellence in Albany. 

This will place Western Australia at the leading edge in the development of this new technology. 

In 2008, the WA Labor Government negotiated the trial of wave generated electricity to Albany, one of 
the world’s best sites to capitalise on wave energy. The Liberal-National Government took this project 
away from Albany. 

The infrastructure will be paid for by reallocating funds set aside from the Liberal–National Government’s 
failed Albany to Bunbury gas pipeline. 

That is the policy. There it is. 

Mr D.T. Redman interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: No; just wait. Sorry? 

Mr D.T. Redman: This here is the policy. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: That is it; it was replicated in the “Plan for Albany”, the plan for the great southern, and I think 
it appeared in another document, but that was it—23 February 2017 prior to the election. There was no conspiracy; 
there was no fraud; there was no secrecy. It was on the WA Labor website. I think the Premier was probably in 
Albany announcing it. Indeed, a lot of people announced wave energy in Albany, including the National Party. 
This has been around for a long time. I am intrigued and disappointed that the shadow Treasurer would suggest 
that somehow my integrity is impugned by the fact that we are delivering on this election commitment. The 
Minister for Tourism interjected quite accurately about some of the shadow Treasurer’s behaviour when he was 
a minister. I have not yet referred to the Leader of the Opposition’s shareholdings. I may or may not do; we will 
see how the evening goes. Let us just put that out there because I have all the information here if I need to go 
through it in some detail. 

Arguments suggest that because Hon Alannah MacTiernan has a close relationship with Carnegie, the project is 
compromised. I note by way of evidence the Leader of the Opposition said two things: first, how could Carnegie 
Energy possibly make any money out of this and, second, that I need to explain this. That is the beauty of the 
private sector; it makes its own decisions. There is no secret deal, Leader of the Opposition. Relax. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes, right, right! 
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Mr B.S. WYATT: “Yes, right, right”, he says. There is no secret deal; there is no grand conspiracy. I assume it is 
the same reason Australian Renewable Energy Agency is investing, Leader of the Opposition. I note that the 
Leader of the Opposition said, and I wrote it down, “It is the worst project definition I have ever seen.” I saw one 
involving Muja AB. Let me tell members about bad deals. Let me tell members about bad project definition plans. 
The then Treasurer, the now Leader of the Opposition, threw away over $300 million and he talks about bad project 
definition plans. I will leave that hanging like the bad smell it is in this debate. 

I will deal with Hon Alannah MacTiernan again. I think I dealt with this last week or the week before, member for 
Warren–Blackwood, when we had this debate. I want to put this on the record because it again highlights lack of 
research by the opposition because the shadow Treasurer said that Hon Alannah MacTiernan sat on the board of 
Carnegie Wave Energy. At no point has she ever sat on the board of Carnegie—ever. Let us get it clear. If the 
opposition is going to throw around this sort of muck, be clear with exactly what its allegations are. Hon Alannah 
MacTiernan sat on the board of a company called Energy Made Clean and, as a result of that, she was given 
a number of shares, I assume, effectively, as payment for her role on the board. That goes back to 2011. On 
17 August 2016, Hon Alannah MacTiernan was nominated to fill the North Metropolitan Region vacancy. On 
26 October 2016, Carnegie announced it would acquire Energy Made Clean. On 6 December 2016, Energy Made 
Clean shares were then converted to Carnegie Clean Energy shares and that is how Hon Alannah MacTiernan 
ended up with shares in Carnegie. She did not sit on the board. The member for Bateman said that she sat on the 
board. That was never the case. In January 2017, we announced our commitment to Wave Energy and on 15 March 
2017, four days after WA Labor had won the election, Hon Alannah MacTiernan divested all her Carnegie shares 
by way of a donation to the Leprosy Mission Australia and a day later she was sworn in as Minister for Regional 
Development. That is the time frame, as I have pointed out many times. The now minister divested herself of any 
shares prior to becoming a minister. Despite what the member for Bateman said, the honourable minister never sat 
on the board of Carnegie; she sat on the board of Energy Made Clean. 

I want to go through the commitment. I have outlined what our commitment was; it is on the website. There is no 
grand conspiracy. I want to confirm again that there were two components—the wave energy technology 
development project and the research centre. The research centre is where we capture the opportunities out of the 
technology developments. Members on the other side are confused by the role the Minister for Regional 
Development has. I accepted the member for Warren–Blackwood’s comments of last week or the week before that 
this is a subsidy to Carnegie. That is correct; I do not resile from that and I am not disputing that. It is a significant 
subsidy. It is a capital subsidy to Carnegie. That does not need to be thrown around as if it is a surprise or with 
suspicion. That is what it is. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Any business case for it? 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Funnily enough, I now know—the shadow Treasurer has said that a party has to have to have 
a business case in opposition before it can commit to an election commitment. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: No, I wrote that down. I look forward to this. It is going to come back at election time. I wrote 
that down. The shadow Treasurer said that. We were in opposition but we came in determined—this is a surprise 
for members of the Liberal Party—to deliver on those election commitments. There are two components to it. 
I will come to the common user and infrastructure question that the member for Warren–Blackwood raised in 
a minute. 

The tender process was thorough. The Expenditure Review Committee and the cabinet considered this at some 
length. Two requests for proposals were drafted—one for each aspect of the project. As I said, it has two 
components. The requests for proposals were reviewed by the Department of Finance—my agency—and the 
State Solicitor’s Office. Two processes were undertaken. The RFP for the technology development project was 
lodged on Tenders WA for a five-week period. The RFP for the wave energy research centre was issued on 
a restricted basis on Tenders WA to the four WA universities. It is Tenders WA, so all members opposite can get 
on there and have a squiz.  The request for proposals for the technology development project was issued to 
Tenders WA on 28 July 2017 and it was open for five weeks as well. They were both open for five weeks. Five 
proposals were received from a variety of developers—Western Australian, Australian, and international. There 
was a fair bit of interest in this. I refer by way of aside to the Leader of the Opposition’s question of why the 
private sector would be interested in this. That is up to the private sector. Either way, there was a range of interest 
from around WA, Australia and, indeed, internationally.  

Ultimately, we are all concerned with process and after the period of the former government we have been 
concerned with ensuring there is process and that it is robust. The tender was subject to a comprehensive evaluation 
process and the proposals were evaluated by a panel comprising representatives of the Department of Primary 
Industries and Regional Development, the Great Southern Development Commission and the Public Utilities 
Office. It was overseen by the Department of Finance. The office of the Minister for Regional Development played 
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no role in the evaluation of the tenders. I am trying to clarify that the conspiracy does not exist. That interagency 
evaluation panel concluded that Carnegie was the recommended respondent for the Albany wave energy 
technology development project. I highlight this because on this side of the chamber I have always considered this 
as a technology development project and not so much an energy generation project. Let that sink in. I said to the 
member for Warren–Blackwood that if it were an energy generation project it would be very expensive energy 
being generated. That is why there is no power purchase agreement. The Leader of the Opposition said that because 
there is no PPA the project has no value. Just the other day I went up to Northam for the groundbreaking of the 
Northam solar farm. I am sure that some people on the other side of the chamber would support the Northam solar 
farm. Again, it has no PPA with the state government and is financed by Carnegie. It has no PPA so Carnegie is 
taking that risk—as the private sector should. The Leader of the Opposition said that those projects have no value. 
I can only assume that is because he is a socialist and he likes to have the state involved. I say that somewhat 
cheekily, I must admit. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: He spent $300 million on a power station! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I know. I will refer to the project paying $300 million for Muja A and B, which I think will 
haunt him for a long time. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I will continue with the process. The final decision to award funding to Carnegie was made 
following the tender process, which was open to the international market. It was evaluated by an independent 
panel. I am not sure what else could have been done to ensure that the process had some rigor. There was no 
conspiracy. As I said to the member for Warren–Blackwood last week, I suspect my office wanted Carnegie 
removed because, from our end, that decision had not been made at that point in those—I assume they are emails 
that the member was looking at. That was never my view. Clearly, Carnegie had an ambitious plan to become the 
successful proponent for it. Why did it tell the stock exchange the things it did? The member would have to ask it. 
But I have a sneaking suspicion that there might be just a general hostility toward Carnegie in the Liberal Party 
and that concerns me. Carnegie is a good Western Australian company that has done a lot of interesting, innovative 
and exciting things. The Liberal Party should ease up on its critique of Carnegie. It is exactly what we in this place 
should all want to see—a successful Western Australian company. It is interesting that the Leader of the Opposition 
is so angry at Carnegie. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Why did the Leader of the Opposition not quote that in his speech? He had his time, but because 
he wanders aimlessly in his speeches through a variety of weird topics he does not get the chance to make his case 
in a coherent manner. As a result, he finds himself frustrated sitting there as I critique his performance. 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition, you have had the opportunity to contribute. I do not think 
the minister is taking your interjection. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I get the Leader of the Opposition’s frustration. If he could just get a bit clearheaded, he might 
make his case okay and then we will be able to debate. What goes from his brain to his mouth sometimes distorts 
along the way. 

There was some conversation around CETO 3, CETO 5 and CETO 6, which is what Albany is. One of the strongest 
critiques, I guess, has been about the amount of energy being produced—a maximum of 1.5 megawatts at Albany. 
In the Garden Island project CETO 3 and CETO 5 had a maximum capacity of 720 kilowatts. The amount of 
money that went into those projects—CETO 3 and CETO 5—was $50.1 million, whereas Albany is $53 million. 
The scale is double. I accept that 1.5 megawatts is not huge in what we consume in the state but it is double what 
Garden Island was. Interestingly, the state funding for Garden Island all up was about $19 million. The state 
component for Albany is $15.35 million. Funding from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency for CETO 5 on 
Garden Island was $13 million. It looks as though it will be around $11 million for Albany, with $25 million of 
private sector money. I do not understand why the Liberal Party is so aggravated by the private sector investing in 
this. It is exactly what we try to do when we have these sorts of capital subsidies. As I said to the member for 
Warren–Blackwood, I am perfectly relaxed to call it a capital subsidy because that is exactly what it is. 

As I pointed out a minute ago, the difference is that the capacity of CETO 5 was small scale—240 kilowatts, 
whereas the wave farm is large-scale in comparison at 1.5 megawatts. Garden Island is onshore and Albany is 
offshore with a subsea cable. The waves off Albany are called, interestingly, highly energetic waves, versus the 
calmer waters off Garden Island. The member for Bateman made some points that we know this technology, but 
the reality is that we do not. That is why we continue to invest in this space and others around the world continue 
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to invest. To date, there are no commercial wave farms in the world. We still have not solved this technological 
issue. This is what state governments do. I get it that there will be political differences between the parties about 
how we invest what is effectively R&D money in different projects; we used to critique the former government on 
how it spent money. But it is simply incorrect to suggest that there is some sort of conspiracy. 

The common-use infrastructure will enable future wave energy developers to test their device once Carnegie has 
completed its testing, and it will be the first wave energy test bed in the southern hemisphere. Hopefully, that will 
assuage some of the member for Warren–Blackwood’s concerns about the common-use infrastructure. Also, the 
common-use infrastructure vested to the state at the end of the technology project will be worth about $20 million, 
which is more than the entire state’s contribution to the project. That is what state governments are seeking to 
achieve with those sorts of subsidies. The state government puts in a contribution—in this case the 
Australian Renewable Energy Agency; effectively the commonwealth government—and the private sector puts in 
the vast or singular largest component. As result, the common-use infrastructure that comes back to the state will 
be worth more than the initial investment. I think that is pretty good. At the end of this will commercial wave 
energy be provided? I do not know. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: R&D. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: That is why it is R&D—correct, minister—and that is why we are keen to work on this project. 

It is the relationship with the UWA research centre that everyone should be highly supportive of. The work that is 
being done will feed in to masters and PhD students at UWA. They are doing work in a space that, frankly, is 
perhaps one of the most dynamic and rapidly evolving areas of technology on the globe; that is, renewable energy. 
This project is just one part of that. As a result of this investment, UWA has come on board to capture local 
opportunities. The Leader of the Opposition can snidely say, “The member for Albany likes it and the sometimes 
resident of Albany, the Minister for Regional Development, likes it.” Yes, we all like it, but there is no grand 
conspiracy. 

I am making sure that I have dealt with all members’ questions. This debate is a little like groundhog day because 
I did this only the other week. 

The Leader of the Opposition said that the government has been completely “non-transparent”. All the 
Liberal Party needs to do is to ask me a question and I will answer it. The last time a Liberal Party member asked 
me a question on any topic—Treasury, Energy, Aboriginal Affairs or Finance—in question time was in November 
last year. The National Party has asked me a few questions, but the last question I received from the Liberal Party 
in question time was in November last year. I make this point: they should not accuse me of being non-transparent 
if they are not going to ask me questions about the projects that the government is involved in. As I said, the 
member for Warren–Blackwood is the one person who has asked questions on this topic. He has raised a matter 
of public interest and a private members’ motion on it. I suggest that the member for Warren–Blackwood has 
pursued this issue with some vigour probably because it is in his patch and he has a keen interest in the matter. 
I understand that. 

I make one final point before I conclude. I do not think the member for Warren–Blackwood raised this question 
today, but he asked it last time this matter was debated—I think the Leader of the Opposition raised it today—and 
that is the matter of connection to the grid. He is right. There have been complications. I think they have been 
resolved, but, ultimately, they are a cost. I think the CEO of Carnegie might have even said on the ABC in Albany 
that of course any generator has to meet the cost of connection. That is no surprise. It is up to Carnegie to meet 
those costs, and no doubt it will. But I think that that matter may have been resolved with Western Power. I will 
have to confirm that. 

By way of broad conclusion, I get the sense of aggravation the opposition has to either Carnegie or 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan—I am not sure which one; perhaps both. I have outlined the shareholdings and board 
positions that Hon Alannah MacTiernan had. As I said, it was not with Carnegie; it was with Energy Made Clean, 
which Carnegie then purchased. The honourable minister divested the Carnegie shares that she acquired through 
that acquisition prior to becoming a minister. What we are delivering is almost identical to our election 
commitment—it is almost identical to what went up on the website on 23 February 2017, and even before that. 
We said that we were going to do this and, guess what, we are doing it. 

Of course we went through a tender process after coming into government. I think I might have said this the other 
week to the member for Warren–Blackwood: clearly, Carnegie was likely to be a prominent player or a prominent 
applicant in that tender process. I do not think anyone was particularly surprised about that because of the work it 
was doing on Garden Island. It pitched and it won the tender. There were five proponents—international, national 
and Western Australian. The process that I have outlined, that the Minister for Regional Development was not 
involved in the evaluation of that tender process, has arrived at where we are with Carnegie. 
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The other frustration of members is that they think that this is too big an investment and that we are spending too 
much money on this project. They can hold that position. It is a lot of money, but it is a project that will hopefully 
generate useful R&D outcomes. It is in a sense a technology development project more than an energy generation 
project. Usually we would not be spending this sort of money to produce 1.5 megawatts of energy. What it is all 
about is that there are no commercial wave farms around the world, and that is what we are trying to achieve. But 
how can we, and can we, supply this source of renewable power commercially? At the moment we do not know 
how to do that. Hopefully, we will. I do not agree with the Leader of the Opposition’s proposition that if a company 
does not have a power purchase agreement with a state, its investments in whatever it is doing are not useful or 
valid. If that were the case, the Northam solar farm would not have had that ground breaking the other week. That 
is what I would like to see more of—merchant-style generation assets that do not necessarily rely on support by 
way of a state guarantee—effectively a PPA. 

I think I have dealt with all the issues members raised. I have been as honest as I can be. I have provided the 
information. I have dealt with the minister’s shareholdings. I hope that that assuages members’ concerns. I get that 
they do not like Carnegie; I get that they do not like the minister. This will work its way out, but their minds may 
need to make a shift from an energy generation asset to a technology development asset. If they did that, they 
might not have their knickers in so much of a knot around the election commitment that we are delivering. 

With that, I thank the house for the opportunity to again put on the record the reasons WA Labor made this 
commitment prior to the election, our relationship with Carnegie, the Minister for Regional Development’s 
relationship with Carnegie and how it may proceed. 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [5.27 pm]: I want to make a couple 
of remarks. Firstly, I want to comment on the extraordinary behaviour of the opposition. Yesterday in the ordinary 
time of the Parliament, the opposition moved to suspend standing orders. Yesterday, the most important thing in 
the state to debate was the Minister for Tourism and the tourism portfolio, but today it is the third most important 
issue. That matter was not the subject of the matter of public interest today; it was not the subject matter of any 
questions today; and it is not even the main issue raised by the opposition in private members’ time. In private 
members’ time they went back to the issue that has twice been dealt with by this chamber when the National Party 
raised it. The Liberal Party told us a couple of weeks ago that it needed to suspend standing orders because it was 
the National Party’s turn for the MPI. That is why the opposition argued that the Parliament give them a second 
MPI for that week. Yesterday, it wanted to waste the Parliament’s time dealing with questions around the 
Minister for Tourism, yet it is not even an issue — 

Dr M.D. Nahan: You are just wasting the Parliament’s time. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Mr Acting Speaker, I am not seeking interjections. 

Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Today, they not only do not ask a single question of the minister at any time on any 
question in question time, but also do not deal with it in the matter of public interest and it is not the first issue 
they raise in private members’ time. If this opposition is ever to be taken seriously in Western Australia, it is going 
to have to come up with a strategy. The problem is that no-one in Western Australia takes the opposition seriously. 
Nobody in the media takes them seriously. Nobody in business takes them seriously. Nobody in politics takes them 
seriously. The federal opposition does not take them seriously and, just as importantly, the federal government 
does not take them seriously because they are not a serious opposition. We see that every day we come into the 
chamber because we have to put up with the silliness of an opposition that cannot ask questions to the relevant 
minister. Its members ask questions of the minister outside his portfolio area, which is a breach of the standing 
orders, and then they do not prosecute the matter that yesterday they said was so important that we had to disturb 
the entire functioning of Parliament to allow them to deal with it; today it is the third issue on the agenda. The 
opposition is a shambles. Everybody in Western Australia knows that the Liberal Party is a shambles. We know 
that they know they are a shambles because they recycle the National Party’s agenda. We know that there is 
division between the Liberal Party — 

Point of Order 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Standing order 94 goes to the issue of relevancy when it comes to this motion. The minister 
is not addressing that at all. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): We are addressing a motion about whether or not we establish 
a special inquiry to investigate the Albany wave farm. The minister will keep to that. 

Debate Resumed 
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Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is exactly right. We are discussing whether the house should support this motion. 
I am making the point that the house should not take this seriously because we do not have a serious opposition. 
It is recycling the National Party’s agenda. The Liberal Party has abandoned royalties for regions, and we know 
that the National Party holds that dear. Now only one governing party in this state supports royalties for regions 
and that is the Labor Party. The Liberal Party has abandoned sensible behaviour in this chamber. During the last 
sitting week, its members complained about the Labor Party moving a gag motion for the first time in over a year. 
Do members know how many gags were moved by the Liberal government in 2016? It moved 13 gags and four 
of those were moved in one day, as the member for Thornlie well knows. Now its members complain about the 
behaviour of this government. In this resolution they try to talk about close personal relationships with the 
Minister for Regional Development. This is coming from a government in which the member for Bateman had to 
stand aside from his duties in the finance portfolio because he still owned shares in a company that was tendering 
for work in his portfolio. Back then, the now Leader of the Opposition gave a grant to Telstra without — 
Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The Leader of the Opposition stood — 
Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! Please continue. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The member for Riverton — 
Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, I think you have had your contribution on this aspect. The minister has 
indicated that he is not taking any interjections. 

Point of Order 
Mr D.C. NALDER: The minister has made allegations directly against me that are false. I would like him to 
withdraw them or state the fact. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Member, I do not believe the minister has made those allegations in 
that way, but I will ask the minister to focus on the motion. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Exactly, we are discussing whether this house should establish a special inquiry. 

Point of Order 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Sorry, Mr Acting Speaker. Did you just say you would ask the minister to withdraw? 
That is what I thought I heard you say. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): No, that is not what I said. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: In considering whether we should accept the Liberal Party’s shambles in the way it 
conducts its business, and support the shambles of the resolution that it has recycled from the National Party, 
I want to make the point that the member for Riverton owned shares in Telstra when he gave it a grant without 
a tender. No minister on this side of the chamber in either house has done that. Member for Bateman, I will take 
an interjection. Why did the member hand over the control of State Fleet to the member for Riverton? 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Sorry. Why did I — 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: When you stood aside from your duties — 

Mr D.C. Nalder: The State Fleet — 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The purchasing arrangement — 

Mr D.C. Nalder: No, Fleet Network is a company that I owned a percentage in. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Okay, so why did you stand aside? Why did you hand those functions to the member for 
Riverton? 

Mr D.C. Nalder: At the request of the Premier. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, but you did it without the Premier knowing. 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Fleet Network was to do with novated leasing of private individuals. It had nothing to do with 
State Fleet. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: You were the Minister for Finance at the time; isn’t that right? 
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Mr D.C. Nalder: Yes. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: And you handed over responsibility. 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Fleet Network wasn’t negotiating any contracts with the government. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: So why did you hand it over to the member for Riverton? 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Because—do you understand the ministerial code of conduct? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, but I am asking you — 

Mr D.C. Nalder: What happens in the ministerial code of conduct? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: If you do not want to tell me why you had to hand it over — 

Mr D.C. Nalder: At the request of the Premier. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Why did he request it? 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Ask the former Premier. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Okay, fine. I do remember. Do you want me to send you the Hansard so that you can 
remind yourself of it? I make the point that there is nobody on our side of the chamber that has ever had to hand 
over any responsibilities as was done — 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Do you understand the ministerial code of conduct? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Of course I do. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I want to get on to another issue that is — 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Have you paid back your double dipping? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I have never double dipped on any matter. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes, you have. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, I have not. It is just not true. 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: There was portfolio shuffling within three or four days with you guys as you were being 
sworn in. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Why was that? 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange interjected. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Excellent. I want to get on to this question that is constantly raised about this idea that the 
Langoulant report says that the Labor government approved the Inalco joint venture in respect of the Muja power 
station. I will quote from page 24 of the Langoulant report — 

Following the initial retirement of Muja Power Station Stages A and B (Muja Power Station) in 2007, 
Verve Energy considered several options regarding the future use of the power station such as leasing, 
demolition and refurbishment. In May 2008, Verve Energy concluded an expression of interest process 
and selected Inalco Energy as the preferred proponent. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Exactly. That is right. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, so when was that? 
Dr M.D. Nahan: In May, 2008. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Okay, but that is not the question. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes it is. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, because — 
Dr M.D. Nahan: You agreed that you were going to renew it and you agreed you — 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is just not true. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: — were going to enter into it with Inalco and you told the firm to go on and start negotiating. 
That is what you did. 
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Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The problem with that is that the Leader of the Opposition does not understand exactly 
what is said in this report. As the Leader of the Opposition knows, and has been said in the KPMG report and 
every other report on this issue, the former government did not approve the project proceeding. It was in 2009 that 
the project was approved. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: The member for Cockburn said, “We chose the joint venture partner. We chose the arrangement. 
We go out and negotiate and then, in October 2008, the Verve — 

Point of Order 
Mr B.S. WYATT: Just broadly, I did not utter a word during the Leader of the Opposition’s contribution—not 
a word. I was interested in it. He was out of order when he interjected on me. I was happy enough with that. He is 
continuing to do so now. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): What is the point of order? 
Mr B.S. WYATT: As you know, interjections are out of order. That is the point of order, and I am sure you will 
agree. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Treasurer, there no point of order. Minister, earlier you said that you did not want to 
take interjections, then you said you did. It is difficult for me to give you the protection of the Chair. Do you seek 
to take interjections? 
Mr W.J. Johnston: No. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! I will ask members to make their contributions. Minister, please continue. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Let us understand that in 2009 the then Premier and Hon Peter Collier went to the public 
and announced that they had approved Verve entering into an arrangement with Inalco. That was the start of 
approvals. There were no approvals for the project at that time. Anybody who says there were is wrong. I notice 
a journalist in the gallery. Go back and read The West Australian. One of the criticisms made in 2010 or 2011 by 
the Labor opposition was that the environmental approvals had lapsed on the Muja power station because no action 
had been taken. This project was badly handled at every stage. Members can look at the minutes of the Public 
Accounts Committee from the previous Parliament in which they can see the cover-up by its Liberal majority that 
prevented an inquiry into that arrangement. There have been answers in Parliament—I cannot remember whether 
11 or 13 proponents came forward from the expression of interest. Most of those proponents wanted to bulldoze 
the plant. The idea that the only proposal that was being looked at by the former government was the Inalco idea 
is not true. 

Point of Order 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I seek your clarification with regard to the standing orders. Is the minister allowed to 
talk about the deliberations of a parliamentary committee, which should be kept to the deliberations of that 
committee? 

Mr W.J. Johnston: I referred to the minutes. 
Mr D.C. Nalder: You said it was a cover-up. 
Mr W.J. Johnston: It was. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Please keep to the matter of the motion. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: I will accept the point of order and ask you to keep to the motion. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am talking about whether we should support that this house establishes a special inquiry. 
In the point I made, for the benefit of the member for Churchlands, I did not refer to the deliberations of the 
committee; I referred to the minutes that had been tabled in Parliament. If anybody wants to see them, they are in 
a tabled paper and they can see that votes were held in the committee that were defeated, three votes to two. That 
is in the minutes of the committee that were tabled in Parliament. It is not a secret. I have not referred to the 
deliberations or to any other matters that happened inside the committee. I have referred only to the minutes that 
are publicly available. I said that it is a cover-up because the committee could have done the inquiry at the time 
but the Liberal majority on the committee prevented it happening. That is a cover-up. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: It’s a parliamentary committee, not a government committee. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes. But it was the government majority on the committee that stopped it doing its work. 
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Mr S.K. L’Estrange: You’re now making assumptions, which is unfair to the whole role of parliamentary committees. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member! Please continue, minister. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: When the Liberals get caught, this is what we get. We get disrespect, not proper activity. 
We do not get respect for the Minister for Regional Development, a great Western Australian who is respected by 
everybody outside this chamber. All the people on our side of the chamber respect her because they know she is 
a woman of integrity. That contrasts with the members opposite. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I just want to finish this discussion about the Muja project. The formal Liberal government 
criticised the Labor Party for not reopening the Muja power station. It said that the fact that the Labor government 
had closed the power station was a mistake. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: You did reopen it. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It is just bizarre. The problem is that members opposite do not read anything. They do not 
read documents or analyse anything. That is why they end up with these stupid resolutions that waste their own 
time in this Parliament. This is the third time this matter has been raised. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: It’s going to be raised more. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I hope so. I hope it gets raised by the opposition every private members’ time because at 
the end of our parliamentary term, its members will have been irrelevant for their entire period in opposition. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: This is just ridiculous. Let us also ask another question. What would happen if the 
government had not taken the action to support wave energy research in Albany? The research would have gone 
to Scotland, because Scotland has a wave energy research park. It invites companies from around the world to go 
to Scotland and do their research there. Carnegie technology and other technologies in Australia would end up 
over there. The PhDs and master’s degrees would be done over there. The research outcomes and the intellectual 
property would have all been created in Scotland. Instead, we have put them here. Why is Albany such a good 
place to have wave energy research centre? It has waves, the strongest waves in our country. The southern coast 
of Australia is the best place in Australia to put a wave energy park. What a shock. 
I make the point, to emphasise the point the Minister for Energy made, that of course Carnegie was likely to be 
involved in the project, because it has the most advanced technology. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: This is a game; this is another rewriting of history. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: You announced it in February. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: There was no announcement that Carnegie was going to be the selected tenderer. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes, there was. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The Leader of the Opposition gets confused with the announcement about the energy 
research centre. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: No, a commercial wave farm in Albany; Carnegie was to build it. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I just do not understand why the Leader of the Opposition cannot read what happened 
here. There were two separate announcements. One was in Albany for the decision to support the infrastructure 
et cetera for the wave energy park, and the second was done here at Swan Brewery for the research centre. They 
were two separate announcements. Yes, Carnegie had one of its CETO things at the announcement that included 
UWA for the proposed research centre, but it was not said to be the proponent. It was probably mentioned as an 
ideal opportunity to bid for the wave energy park, because it is a Western Australian technology leader. I do not 
understand why the opposition hates technology. Why does it hate the creation of intellectual property? Why does 
it hate the idea of doing research? Why does it hate universities producing master’s students and PhDs? It is 
ridiculous that it hates learning so much. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It hates learning, which is probably why it increased TAFE fees 500 per cent when it was 
in government. It is probably why it is opposing topping up our TAFE system in Western Australia through the 
efforts of the Minister for Finance because of the withdrawal of funding from the commonwealth government. The 
Labor Party likes research, intellectual property and PhD students and we think it is wonderful that those things 
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are done here in Western Australia. Guess what? We went to the election and promised to do it, and in government 
we have done it. As the Minister for Finance; Energy outlined, every single decision is subject to a transparent 
process, unlike the award of the extension of the black spot program in regional Western Australia to Telstra, 
which was done with no tender at all. That is exactly what happened. 
Mr I.C. Blayney: How can you tender when you’ve got a virtual monopoly operator around it? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Why did the previous government tender the first time? Why was the first thing tendered 
and not the second round? 
Mr I.C. Blayney: That was to see whether someone was prepared to duplicate and make it. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister, talk to the Chair. You have indicated you want the protection of the Chair; 
do not take interjections. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am just making the point that there was a tender for the first round of the black spot 
program and there was no tender for the second round. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am talking about the Telstra black spot program. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Dr M.D. Nahan: There was an announcement on 23 February 2017 that Carnegie got the project, and it was 
a commercial wave farm, not an experiment. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I did not announce that. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: Of course you didn’t, you were a failed energy spokesman. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Whose announcement is that? 
Dr M.D. Nahan: Dan Mercer, reporting on your statement.  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: There we go; Dan Mercer makes the Labor Party’s proposals. 
Mr D.C. Nalder: Are you saying he was wrong? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am saying that we did not say that Carnegie would win a contract. No. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes, you did. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No; it is just not true. 
Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! Minister, please continue. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: You cannot have an argument with a person who does not listen, you cannot have an 
argument with a person who does not read, and you cannot have an argument with a person who does not analyse. 
That is the problem with the member for Riverton. He has not learnt anything and has not forgotten anything. That 
is the problem. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is why we know the member for Riverton will not be the Leader of the Opposition 
on election day, because none of his colleagues trust him. 
Dr M.D. Nahan: You know that? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Is he going to be the leader, member for Bateman? 
Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Member for Bateman, is the member for Riverton going to be the leader? 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Minister, you asked for an extension and you got it. You asked not 
to take interjections, so please do not direct questions to the opposition. Talk through the Chair, please. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Excellent; thank you. One asks, when are members opposite going to pledge their loyalty? 
When are they going to go out and tell everybody that they are going to be loyal to the member for Riverton? 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: How’s your loyalty to your leader going? How was that coup attempt in 2016? 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: What attempt? Go and read the newspapers. What attempt? 
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Several members interjected. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It is just not true. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! Minister, please continue. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Mark McGowan had the unanimous support of shadow cabinet and the unanimous support 
of the caucus, and he continues to do so. I find it extraordinary that the member for Bateman was on the phone to 
journalists within an hour of the member for Riverton’s announcement, as Leader of the Opposition, that he was 
appalled by the decision. 
Mr D.C. Nalder: Are you serious? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister, the motion that you are speaking to — 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Is about whether we should support this inquiry and, as I keep saying, this is a shambles 
of an opposition. It is the third occasion they have brought the same resolution to the house. On the previous 
occasions, they were brought by the National Party and the National Party is now apparently providing the lead 
for the opposition. I think it is a demonstration that the opposition cannot get its act together that the Albany wave 
farm special inquiry takes preference over the management of the tourism portfolio, although yesterday the 
opposition wanted to suspend standing orders. Not a single question was asked of the Minister for Tourism today. 
The opposition complains about doing research, complains about providing intellectual property, complains about 
PhD students, complains about master’s students. It is bizarre. 

Division 
Question put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Mr T.J. Healy) casting his vote with the noes, with the 
following result — 

Ayes (14) 

Mr I.C. Blayney Mr S.K. L’Estrange Dr M.D. Nahan Mr P.J. Rundle 
Dr D.J. Honey Mr R.S. Love Mr D.C. Nalder Ms L. Mettam (Teller) 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup Mr W.R. Marmion Mr K. O’Donnell  
Mr A. Krsticevic Mr J.E. McGrath Mr D.T. Redman  
 

Noes (33) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr D.J. Kelly Mr D.T. Punch Mr C.J. Tallentire 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr F.M. Logan Mr J.R. Quigley Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr R.H. Cook Mr M. McGowan Ms M.M. Quirk Mr P.C. Tinley 
Ms J. Farrer Ms S.F. McGurk Mrs M.H. Roberts Ms S.E. Winton 
Mr M.J. Folkard Mr K.J.J. Michel Ms C.M. Rowe Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Ms J.M. Freeman Mr S.A. Millman Ms R. Saffioti Mr D.R. Michael (Teller) 
Mr T.J. Healy Mrs L.M. O’Malley Ms A. Sanderson  
Mr M. Hughes Mr P. Papalia Ms J.J. Shaw  
Mr W.J. Johnston Mr S.J. Price Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski  

            

Pairs 

Ms M.J. Davies Mrs R.M.J. Clarke 
Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr J.N. Carey 

Question thus negatived. 
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